Schörghuber
school doors
Modern school doors offer a friendly appearance with the
functional requirements of fire protection, smoke protection
and sound insulation coupled with safety and durability.
Stability and tested functions result from the interplay
of all components. To harmonise all these requirements,
Schörghuber tests the entire door set with all key equipment.
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School doors for all purposes
Classroom doors
Heavy-duty and at the same time sound insulation door designs render classroom doors perfectly
suited for everyday school activities. The door sets should be visually appealing to create a friendly
learning atmosphere. Schörghuber classroom doors with the highest duty category 4 are ideally
suited for this challenge. Variations with transom light and transom panel offer a large range
of design options without sacrificing functionality.

Sports hall doors
Sports activities require an appropriate setting. For accessing sports halls, special flush-fitting door
sets are used, which often should also be bounce-resistant. For this purpose, Schörghuber offers
special doors that constitute an optimal unit in combination with a sports hall frame. Next to their
robustness, the special shapes and equipment options of sports hall doors reduce the risk of injury.

Hallway and staircase doors
Strict safety regulations apply to the hallways of school buildings. In case of emergency, the safety
of the children must be reliably ensured. Door sets used for this purpose are usually escape
doors, which often have to remain open at all times while simultaneously meeting fire and smoke
protection requirements. Ideally, the doors have large glazing cut-outs that provide the best possible
illumination. If children and adolescents open the doors, then simple handling requiring little
strength is important.

Doors for showers and washrooms
These doors are distinguished by their resistance to moisture, wetness and cleaning agents. They
are made of water-resistant materials as well as corrosion-resistant fittings that are easy to clean.
For added resistance, moisture protection is applied to the bottom of the door leaf and wooden
frame. Whether short-term moisture or long-term wetness, the doors and frames are especially
designed for this application purpose and offer a long service life.
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Functions and equipment
Design examples

Equipment options
Bottom sheets
Stainless steel bottom sheets as impact protection
protect the surface and increase the quality appeal
of the door. The design variation is milled flushfitting into the door leaf, optionally the bottom sheet
can also be glued on.

Hinges with securing pin

Integrally cast PU edge

Hinges are chosen taking into account their carrying capacity and three-way
adjustability. Securing pins offer effective protection against unauthorized
taking the doors off their hinges. The hinge bolt cannot be removed without
a special tool during “playful discovery”. The VX hinge variation series is
available in a large selection of surface finishes and different knuckle diameters.

The integrally cast PU edge offers the best edge guard for the door leaf and
wooden frame. It is exceptionally resilient, scratch and wear-resistant with
high impact resistance. Resistance to water and cleaning agents are additional
characteristics. Matched to the surface finish or offset in a different colour,
the PU edge not only increases the service life but also offers unlimited
design possibilities.

Steel sports hall frame type Fineline
These doors are perfectly flush-fitting on the sports hall side. Type 26, a double-leaf door set,
combined with the steel sports hall frame creates a perfect unit. As the steel frame is designed
as a Fineline type with only 6 mm frame face width on the hinge side, it accommodates a modern
design. The door can be equipped with T30 and T90 fire protection, smoke protection and acoustic
insulation as well as break-in resistance. On request, the door leaf and frame can be prepared
for installing an additional impact surface on location.

Transom panels and transom lights
School doors in combination with wooden or steel
frames can be designed with transom panels or
transom lights. Transom lights introduce daylight to
dark hallways and can contribute to saving energy.
Amok lock
Locks can be equipped with panic or amok
functions. The amok lock offers protection from
unauthorized access during school hours. In case
of danger, the door can be locked from the inside
without a key.
ABS edge
The scratch and impact-resistant ABS edge
prevents damage to the door leaf edge with high
use frequency, it is moisture and temperatureresistant and easy to clean. The ABS edge
is available as an edge guard for HPL-coated
door leaves as a flush or rebated version.

Duty category 4 (“E”)

Moisture protection of wooden frames

Classroom door with integrally cast PU edge

All Schörghuber doors are tested as complete door sets in the highest
mechanical duty category 4 (“E” extreme) acc. to DIN EN 1192. The door leaf
structure with the 4-sided veneer plywood frame on the inside guarantees
highest stability and best resistance to the extraction of bolts, even if the
door must permanently withstand exceptionally high loads in everyday school
activities. The duty category 4 is standard for all doors.

The bottom edge of the wooden frame can be equipped with invisible moisture
protection. This prevents moisture from entering at the wooden frame bottom
due to regular exposure to splash and cleaning water or spray water and
subsequent swelling of the material. An approx. five cm high bottom section
made of moisture-resistant plate material prevents moisture damage. Moisture
proofing is available for nearly all wooden frames.

DIN 4109 requires doors between hallways and classrooms to have an acoustic insulation value of at
least Rw,P = 37 dB. Type 13 doors with 50 mm thick door leaves easily comply with this. With the
folded wooden frame PA 54 fitted in the reveal, the frame and door leaf become flush-fitting with
the wall. This not only accentuates a simple design but also decreases the risk of injury as there are
no projections. With its integrally cast PU edge on the door leaf and wooden frame, the door set can
withstand the permanently high load of everyday school activities for a long time.
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School doors in action
01

01 Mülimatt sports training centre in Windisch

Fire protection/sound insulation door Rw,P = 37 dB type 5, solid
wooden frame, premium colour coating, NCS colour, VX hinges
in stainless steel, panic lock.

03 Rheinpark secondary school in Birsfelden

Fire protection/sound insulation door Rw,P = 37 dB type 13 with solid
wooden frame, fixed glazing 25V, veneer Oregon Pine stained according
to the sample, VLX hinges with securing pin.

02

03

02 Public secondary school in Dachau

Sound insulation door Rw,P = 42 dB type 5 with solid wood
frame fascia frame fitting, HPL laminate, concealed hinges.

